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UNNINGDALE has now a net-work of
courses, worthy of the East Lothian. On the
one side of the road is the very
charming short course of the Ladies'
Club on the other is the old course
and the new course and another nine
holes into the bargain.
The Dormy House Club, which is
opposite the Golf Club House, is run as
a separate club. Golfers visiting
Sunningdale can stay there as Temporary Members on the
introduction of a Member or a letter from the Secretary of
their own club.
The old course not really so old. It was originally laid
out by Willie Park in. the very last days of the gutty, just
before that stony-hearted ball was
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supplanted b the livelier Haskell. That is only some
twenty one years ago and yet Sunningdale is one of the
very earliest of those many courses of sand and heather
and fir trees which have grown up within reach of the
lucky London golfer. The position of pre-eminence thus
gained has been rather enhanced than diminished by time.
In the popular view Sunningdale stands as typical of all
that is best in inland golf. And it deserves its fame. I
am not going to argue as to whether it is better than
this or that other course. Beyond all
question it is one of the inland courses.
Now it has been reinforced by the new
course, a creation of Mr. H. S. Colt's,
and here again I do not purpose to
argue as to which is the better. Let us
say that each is an admirable a
complement to the other. Both courses have
have their first tee and their last green within
a stones throw of the Club House, and there
are thus four fairways ingeniously squeezed
into a rather narrow strip of turf. After their respective first
holes the two courses diverge, the old bending to the right,
the new to the left over a great undulating tract of heathery
country that stretches away in one direction as far as the eye
can reach, and might apparently hold several more courses.
The new course may be said to take the high road and
the old the low, so that, if this amount of comparison is
not odious, the new is somewhat the more airy and open of
the two and has from its highest point one of the most
glorious of imaginable views—the Hog's Back-, the
Crystal Palace, and I know not what other land marks.
.
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And now with this prelude let us look first at the old
course. If I had to s um up its character in a single
sentence, I should say that it was wonderfully rich in fine
two-shot holes and just a little poor in short ones but
whether I am right or wrong in this, the general
standard is undoubtedly very high and nearly all the
holes are as good as they are pretty. The first hole, is
rather long and plain, and has this great merit that it gets the
couples quickly away. Moreover the really fine hitter
gains his reward by getting there in two big shots. But it is
with the second that the true greatness of Sunningdale
begins—a magnificent hole however long or short a driver
you may be. There is first a tee shot at something of an
angle with a formidable carry over the rough and then
one of the finest second shots I know—heather to the
right, heather to the left and nearly always a cross wind.
If I see a man play that shot well I know he is a good
golfer. If I play it myself, I almost pray for a
blameless top that shall keep me on the course.
The third has a big carry over a sandy hillside from the tee
and then a pretty little pitch on to an undulating
green—as good and picturesque a drive-and-pitch hole as
may be. At the fourth there is a little falling off. It is a
short hole, some what uphill and one cannot s ee the bottom
of the flag. It wants playing but it seems weak because it
comes between such very fine holes. Five and
six as we see them stretching away before us from
the fifth tee look the perfection of golf and they are in fact
wonderfully good. After the tee shot to the fifth, which
ought to give us a rich, sensuous satisfaction as
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the ball soars and swoops away on to the plain below
we must play a fine straight second over a pond and
between flanking bunkers. At the sixth there is perhaps
a still finer second shot, with heather and bunkers to
carry up to a long, reasonably narrow green girt round
with trouble. The seventh was once called the Switchback and consisted of two blind shots over two hills..
The tee shot remains but the second is now played
to a green further to the right, a plateau on a hillside, beautified and made terrible by yellow
bunkers. Eight is a short hole not without merit
but without distinction and nine .unless we are
vast drivers we should play in a more or less
pedestrian way with a drive and a scuffle ; but
ten is one of the great spectacular holes of the
world and must have a fresh paragraph.
We st a n d on a he i ght a nd se e a br oa d g re e n
road running between heather and trees to where
t he gre e n wa it s us, at t he di st a nce of t wo fi ne
full shots with a bunker eating its way in on the
left, which dominates and directs the play to the hole. A
four is golf there. If we get it we can celebrate our
triumph with apples and ginger beer at the hut behind
the green. If we do not get it we coin console ourselves.
The eleventh has got a really terrifying tee shot over
a tall sand hill that has the true seaside air and the
twelfth has a grand second shot . slightly uphill to a
plateau green. This is a shot most emphatically to sift
the wheat from the chaff. It is a good player’s hole but
the humbler player will have his chance at the short
nc!
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t hirteenth, an iron shot of no vast difficulty dow n
a hill to a big green. Then comes more fine hitting
at the fourteenth. It is not everybody by any means
who can get over the cross bunker in two shots, and
few can slash right up to the green which is guarded
by bunkers on either hand. The fifteenth is the one really
good one-shot hole on the course. The is a comparatively
long one, often almost a full one, We can see exactly
where we are going and there is an extraordinary
good bunker just to the left of the pin that sucks in balls
like a whirlpool.
Then we turn our noses for home and and if we can get
there in three fours we shall do uncommonly well. At
the sixteenth we may have to think twice before
we "go for” the carry across the bunker that stretches
uncompromisingly across the course. At the seventeenth
we shall gain enormously by a long drive, hit as much
to the right as we dare and be trapped as sure as
fate if we go to the right only a little too much.
At the eighteenth we have a cross bunker to get over with
the second shot and another waiting on the right for a
slice.-altogether a good honest hole with no great subtlety
about it but one to test the nerves most effectively at a
crisis.
I have dealt with the old course h o l e b y h o l e
b e c a u s e i t m a y fairly be called a classic
o n e . I w i l l b e a l i t t l e briefer over the new, because
though a very fine one, it bas still to gain its spurs. When I
played on it, it was still just a little rough, though the grass
through the

Greens and on the putting greens (for which Messrs.
Sutton provided the seed) are wonderfully good in the the
circumstances. Apart from its
openness and breeziness, of which
I spoke before, the feature or at
least one of the features of the new
course seems to be the goodness of
its short holes. In this respect it
has certainty beaten its neighbor.
There are five of them., the second,
fifth, tenth, fourteenth and seventeenth – all have charm and
character. By common consent, 1 think, the
f o u r e e n t h i s t h e b est , w ith i t s n a r ro w tro u g h o f a
g re en th a t ru n s b e tw een bunkers on either side up to a
little culminating plateau. The fifth though easier is
certainlv no less p r e t t y . H e r e w e p l a y a f u l l m a s h i e
s h o t a c r o s s a p l a i n slightly b elow us, to a green that
stands up fro m it, something in the shape of a rocky
fastness or citadel. It is one of the holes that without
demanding inordinate skill, yet makes us feel very clever
when we have played it properly. No architect has
greater cunning than Mr. Colt in producing delightful
glow of satisfaction in his patrons. The tenth too has
something of the same fascination with its ' drop from a
joyous height to a green girt about with big hunkers.
Of the two-shot holes the fourth with its plateau green is
beautiful, if one can play it as a two-shot hole which
takes so me h ittin g . Th e six th ag ain is a h o le o n th e
grand scale. First we hit out into the blue sky beyond a
hill crest and then when we come tip to our ball " the
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full horror of the situation " to use the language of the
penny novelette " bursts upon us." There is the green
across the valley and in front of it a sheer precipice of
sand. If we get home everything is lovely: if we can't
we may sneak round by the right, get our five and perhaps
beat the arrogant person who attempted the carry and
failed. The seventh is a good hole too, with its drive from
the highlands to the lowlands and then that nervous little
pitch on to a narrow, sinuous green, set among the
heather.
On the way home there are three good " dog-leg”
holes., the eleventh, twelfth and fifteenth, the first two
bending from right to left and the other from left to
right. The ninth too is very pretty with its second shot
up a hill carrying a picturesque array of bunkers set en
echelon. And I certainly must not forget the thirteenth
because it is so long. nearly 600 yards, and Mr. Tolley
light-heartedly drove it in two shots. It is perhaps a
little long and straight but so well and artistically
broken up with bunkers that one has no feeling of
monotony. I should not however, I confess, like to play it
with a gutty ball against a hurricane. After the fifteenth
we feel a little as if we were dropping from heaven to
earth, because we are reaching the narrower ground near
home and civilization, in the shape of houses,
creeps in upon us. Yet the holes are good holes,
especially the last when.ce there is a really fine
lull shot to be hit right home over a dip and bunkers
waiting for us if we fail, Happy indeed is the Cub that
has two such courses.
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The Etiquette of Golf.
1,—A single player has no standing and must always
give way to a properly constituted match.
2,- No player, caddie, or onlooker should move or talk
during a stroke.
3—No player should play from the tee until the party
in front have played their second strokes and are out of
range, nor play up to the putting-green till the party in
front have holed out and moved away.
4.—The player who has the honour from the tee
should be allowe d to play before his opponent tees his
ball.
5. Players who have holed out should not try their putts
over again when other players are following them.
6. Player looking for a lost ball should allow other matches
coining up to pass them.
7—Any match playing a whole round may claim tile
right to pass a match playing a shorter round
81 —If a match fail to keep its place on the green and
lose in distance more than one clear hole on those front, it
may he passed on request being made.
9 Turf cut or displaced by a stroke should at once be
replaced

